
 

 

 

Students learnt the skills to develop Web apps in workshop on Angular JS 

“Technology feeds on itself. It makes more technology possible.” And computer science

the base of technology. Enhancing this vision of technology, Computer Application 

department of Career Point University organized a two days workshop on “Angular JS” on 

17
th

-18
th

 April, 2017.  Esteemed trainer of the workshop, Mr. Dharamveer Chaudhry 

provided a practical environment of Angular JS depicting an extraordinarily expressive, 

easily readable and quick development practice of web applications.

Mr. Chaudhry said that, “Angular

framework most suited to your application development

Every feature can be modified or replaced to suit your unique development

required features.” He added that Angular JS is an extension to JavaScript and HTML which 

has an auxiliary feature of increased compatibility with browser. Mr. Chaudhry practically 

taught the programming basics and demonstrated functions and work flow of web 

applications with Angular JS. 

The HOD of Computer Application department, Mrs. Garima Tyagi

of thanks to Mr. Dharamveer Chaudhry and his team for delivering a two days session filled 

with immense knowledge and practicality which helped the students enhance their interests 

and execution of Angular JS programming skills. 
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Students learnt the skills to develop Web apps in workshop on Angular JS 

Date: 17
th

-18

“Technology feeds on itself. It makes more technology possible.” And computer science

the base of technology. Enhancing this vision of technology, Computer Application 

department of Career Point University organized a two days workshop on “Angular JS” on 

April, 2017.  Esteemed trainer of the workshop, Mr. Dharamveer Chaudhry 

rovided a practical environment of Angular JS depicting an extraordinarily expressive, 

easily readable and quick development practice of web applications. 

Angular JS is a toolset provided by Google for building the 

uited to your application development and it is a single page application

Every feature can be modified or replaced to suit your unique development workflow and 

required features.” He added that Angular JS is an extension to JavaScript and HTML which 

an auxiliary feature of increased compatibility with browser. Mr. Chaudhry practically 

taught the programming basics and demonstrated functions and work flow of web 

The HOD of Computer Application department, Mrs. Garima Tyagi, presented a warm token 

of thanks to Mr. Dharamveer Chaudhry and his team for delivering a two days session filled 

with immense knowledge and practicality which helped the students enhance their interests 

and execution of Angular JS programming skills.  
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Students learnt the skills to develop Web apps in workshop on Angular JS  

18
th 

April, 2017 

“Technology feeds on itself. It makes more technology possible.” And computer science is 

the base of technology. Enhancing this vision of technology, Computer Application 

department of Career Point University organized a two days workshop on “Angular JS” on 

April, 2017.  Esteemed trainer of the workshop, Mr. Dharamveer Chaudhry 

rovided a practical environment of Angular JS depicting an extraordinarily expressive, 

for building the 

and it is a single page application. 

workflow and 

required features.” He added that Angular JS is an extension to JavaScript and HTML which 

an auxiliary feature of increased compatibility with browser. Mr. Chaudhry practically 

taught the programming basics and demonstrated functions and work flow of web 

, presented a warm token 

of thanks to Mr. Dharamveer Chaudhry and his team for delivering a two days session filled 

with immense knowledge and practicality which helped the students enhance their interests 


